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Introduction
The Visitor Information Collection Program is a comprehensive survey deployed over multiple years, for the purpose
of gathering Gravenhurst specific visitor demographics and trends. The program runs consecutively over three years
from 2018 to 2020. The first year of the program ran from April 1 – Dec 31, 2018, with the proceeding surveys
running Jan - Dec ensuring we capture all four seasons and identify similarities or differences in visitor demographics,
wants and needs for each.
The Gravenhurst Strategic Plan’s vision is to make Gravenhurst the Muskoka destination and increase year-round
employment. In order to determine why visitors are coming and what would most likely encourage new or return
visits, the Municipality needed to obtain feedback to identify the strengths and gaps of local tourism offerings from a
visitor’s perspective.
This data will set baselines and assist in the development of future plans and initiatives. These plans are intended to
grow and support our local and regional tourism economy, and will foster overall community benefit and
development. A focus will be given to the off-season, being Nov – April, which was identified as an area of
improvement through tourism development consultations with local businesses and tourism stakeholders.
The majority of local partners/businesses participated again in 2019 for a total of 35 locations. This program could
not have been successful without their support and partnerships.

Methodology
For the purpose of this review, a visitor will mean “A person who travels to a destination outside of their usual
environment”. (i.e. someone who does not live, work or own property within the municipal boundaries of the Town
of Gravenhurst.)
The Gravenhurst Getaway Contest asks visitors to Gravenhurst to provided information about the size and
demographics of their group, details of travel and stay, spending habits and information on the activities they
participated in while visiting. The online survey is marketed using promotional cards which are found at various local
proprietors and where true visitors would most likely frequent, such as accommodators, retailers and attraction
locations. The survey was also marketed online through municipal and regional Muskoka tourism partner social
media channels, using targeted boosts to reach visitors who had visited Gravenhurst recently and for those who are
visiting for recreation purposes only and may not be frequenting local accommodations or retail establishments.
Invalid submissions were identified and removed. These submissions were either from a Resident (permanent or
seasonal) or Duplicates (same respondent on the same day or responses from members of the same group visiting
together). Duplicate group information, such as number of group members, etc. has been removed from all but one
of the group’s responses to ensure individual members or activities are not being counted multiple times. However,
individual group member response related to wants/needs or improvements were incorporated. Return visits must
have at least five (5) days in between to not be considered duplicate entries.
The survey did not ask for a spending breakdown and is not able to determine the specific percentages spent on
individual purchases (food, lodging, attraction tickets, etc.) and could be something to consider for future surveys.
Regional Dollars and New Dollars were determined by a 40 km radius threshold based on visitor home town/city data
and is consistent with the Ontario Tourism Regional Economic Impact Model (TREIM 2017).

The Results…..
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Survey Interest and Data Validation
1734 Surveys
Completed

1534 Valid
Surveys

200 Invalid Responses

(177) Duplicates, (21) Locals,
(2) Additional Group Members

Marketing/Promo (Social Media & Webpage)

35 Businesses
Participated

(53) Posts, (83,493) Post Views, (2,744) Post Engagements, (5,157) Post Clicks
(6,324) Accessed the Survey, (1,167) Card Leads, (27%) Conversion Rate

Additional Insights: The 2019 survey received more than double the amount of surveys over 2018. Only 11% of the
completed surveys were determined to be “invalid”, 2018 saw a 7% invalid rate.

Ages and Place of Origin
4506 Adults (19+)

(974) 19-29 yrs, (1091) 30-45 yrs
(1805) 46-65 yrs, (636) 66+ yrs

47% Couples (19+)

(721) 2 Person Groups

97% Inter-Province Visitors
(741) Central
(235) Southwestern
(140) Toronto/GTA
(261) Northern
(110) Eastern

351 Youth (11-18)

(192) 11-14 yrs, (159) 15-18 yrs

30% Families/Groups
with Kids or Youth

(259) Kids, (199) Youth

2% Other National Visitors
(15) Western Canada
(8) Eastern Canada

466 Kids (0-10)

17% Groups (no kids)
(262) Groups with 3+

1% International Visitors
(19) USA
(5) Ireland, UK, Trinidad

Additional Insights: The percentage of Couples visiting has been consistent over the last two years. 2019 did see a
4% increase in Families as well as a 7% increase in Groups (3+) with no kids. The smallest group are single visitors
being 6% in 2019 and are mostly those 46 – 65 years of age.
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Top 5 Reasons
for Visiting
Length
of Stay and
Lodging

23% Getaway/
Rest & Relaxation

18% Visiting
12% Shopping
Friends & Family

10% Outdoor
Recreation

7% First Time/
Discover New Places

Additional Insights: Reasons for visiting in 2019 have shifted slightly with “Visiting Friends and Family” decreasing by
13% and “Getaway/Family Vacation/Rest & Relaxation” increasing by 10% over 2018. “Discovering New Places” also
saw a significant increase over 2018 as both of these rising categories where combined last year under “Other” but
had been broken out as individual categories to better capture/explore reasons for visiting.

Travel Times & Mode of Transportation
17% Feb - Apr

8% Nov - Jan

(259)

(119)

51% May - Jul
(781)

24% Aug - Oct
(375)

12% Travel over 3 Hrs
(43) 3-4 hours
(146) 4+ hours

97% By Car
16% Regional Travellers
(251) 0-30 mins

1% By Plane

National & International

1% By Bus

Between Kitchener & North Bay

72% Travel between 1-3 Hrs
(737) 1-2 hours
(355) 2-3 hours

1% By Boat

From Regional docks/launches

Additional Insights: Commercial air began in 2019 and as a result, tourism stakeholders expect to see an increase in
visitors coming by plane in the coming years. Supporting and encouraging boating through the creation of experience
marketing materials and packaging has been identified as an opportunity the Tourism Destination Plan completed in
January 2020.
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Length of Stay and Lodging
2% Extended Holidayers
(34) More Than 1 Week

20% Short Term Rentals

17% Mid-Weekers

(160) Room/Cottage/Vacation Rentals

(204) 3-5 Nights
(57) 1 Week

50% Day-Trippers
(762) Day Trips

31% Hotel/Motel/Inn
(252) Traditional Lodging

31% Weekenders

32% Family/Friends

(170) 1 Night
(307) 2 Nights

(254) Personal Residences

5% Traditional B & B
(39) Private Lodging

6% Camping

6% Resort

(51) Outdoor/RV (50) Lodging + Amenities

Additional Insights: The breakdown for Lodging above is based on the 809 respondant who stayed at least one. 2019
data shows an increase in Day-trippers and Extended Holidayer visits over last year. Gravenhurst has 400+
accommodation rooms which can sleep approximately 1,036 people. This does not include camping and trailer sites
or the 250+ Short Term Rentals (includes single rooms to full cottage listings) identified through an online search as
this data was not further analyzed to determine exact numbers, but could be done in the future as tourism asset
mapping in developed as part of the new Tourism Destination Plan.

Activities and Interests

67% Sports & Rec

(596) Parks & Beaches
(314) Boating/Hiking
(66) Camping
(63) Tournaments

68% Dining

63% Shopping

(1037) Eat-in/Take-out (966) Products/Services

33% Attractions

(222) Steamship/Centre
(195) Boat Cruise
(49) Opera House
(40) Bethune Museum

29% Event/Festival
(221) Farmers’ Market
(235) Local Events

Additional Insights: 2019 respondents are participating in the same activities, at the same rate as in 2018. This year
Dining activity increased while all other categories saw a decrease, especially the Sports & Recreation category. This
year many of our local businesses, through various consultations, sighted external factors such as weather and
flooding perceptions as being a major factor in the decrease in visitor activity during the “high season” compared to
other years.
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Spending and Economic Impacts

$

$769,800 Total Spent by Survey Respondents (Approx.)
$501.50 Average Spent Per Group/Visit

75% $100-$500

19% $500-$1500

3% $1500-$3000

350 ($0-$100)

201 ($500-$1000)

36 ($1500-$2000)

85 ($1000-$1500)

446 ($100-250)

2% $1500-$3000
24 ($3000+)

18 ($2000-$3000)

354 ($250-500)

$

$75,475 Regional Visitor Spending
(251) Responses

10% Regional Visitor Spending
(251) Responses

$

$694,325 Non-Regional Visitor Dollars
(1283) Responses

90% Non-Regional Visitor Dollars
(1283) Responses

Additional Insights: An increase in total responses will inherently result in overall larger totals spent in the
community for 2019, therefore a comparison of the group spending averages and percentages is a truer way to
validate and highlight changes. 2019 saw a decrease of $362.50 in spending per capita over 2018. Regional Spending
increased in both $100-$500 and $1500-$3000 spends, which is consistent with the increase in Day-trippers and
Extended Holidayer visit being the majority of visitors who spend in these categories.

Other Regional Stops and Excursions

44% Bracebridge (677)
25% Huntsville (385)
21% Muskoka Lakes (324)
9% Lake of Bays (144)
9% Algonquin Park (140)
9% Georgian Bay (131)
34% Not Visiting Anywhere Else (514)
Additional Insights: This year we saw an increase of 10% in visitors who have chosen Gravenhurst as their only
regional destination, which might indicate positive growth in the local tourism sector, often a result of more offerings
and demand generators which support longer/increased stays. 33% of survey respondents are staying in Gravenhurst
and visiting other regional locations. Gravenhurst having a location advantage, being the “Gateway to Muskoka”, as
well as a variety of accommodation options is often the starting and/or ending point for those looking to explore
Muskoka.
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Planning and Researching Visits

74% Personal Experience or Connection

(636) Visited Before, (504) Word of Mouth (Friend/Family)

57% Internet & Social Media
(310) Social Media, (194) Muskoka Tourism Website, (148) Town of Gravenhurst Website,
(148) Experience Gravenhurst Website, (62) Explorers Edge Website,
11% Print and Traditional Advertising

(110) Muskoka Visitor Centre, (15) Newspaper, (20) Radio, (11) Chamber Visitor Directory, (9) Television

Additional Insights: The total above exceeds 100% as many visitors are using multiple methods when planning their
trip of looking for things to do once they get here.

Overall Experience
100% Enjoyed Their Visit to
Gravenhurst

56% Wanted Direct Info on
Future Tourism Events, etc.

99% Plan on Returning to Gravenhurst
1% Are Not Returning

What Visitors said they like about Gravenhurst
•
•
•
•

Gravenhurst is Beautiful!
People are Friendly and Helpful
We Love the Waterfront and all the shops downtown
Your main street is very welcoming, made us want to explore.

Additional Insights: Many respondents shared positive comments and experiences as part of the survey; they
genuinely enjoy the look and feel of downtown and the wharf, but recognize there is always room for improvement.
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Wants and Improvements
What new event, attraction or store would you like to see in Gravenhurst?
•
•
•
•

66% Dining

(58) “More” Restaurants
(19) Ethnic/Themed
(7) Fine Dining
(7) Chain/Fast Food
(13) Bar/Pub/Brewery

Ethnic Restaurants and unique Dining Experiences
Music, Food & Beverage and Family Friendly Events
More live music, Indoor attractions and outdoor recreation/adventure tours
More Specialty/Artisan Stores, including outdoor shopping & markets

55% Event/Festival

(84) Music/Concerts
(34) General Community
(18) Arts/Cultural
(35) Food/Drink
(29) Farmers’ Market
(17) Art/Crafts/Antiques
(9) Sport/Recreation
(14) Children/Family

51% Attractions

(22) Indoor Amusements (Movies)
(29) Children’s Places
(21) Outdoor Amusements (Go Karts)
(11) Steamship/Centre
(11) Boat Cruises
(6) Opera House/Shows
(6) Non-Motorized Rentals
(5) Adventure/Eco Tours/Lodging

38% Shopping

(49) “More” Stores
(13) Clothing/Shoes
(14) Artisans/Local/Specialty
(9) Department Store (Walmart)
(1) Sporting Goods/Outdoor
(6) Health & Beauty (Spa)

Request for activities/infrastructure already in place
•
•
•

Farmers’ Market
Movies in the Park
Theater/Shows

•
•
•

Outdoor, Live Music/Concerts
Public Skating
Boat Cruises

Do you have any other comments (experiences, suggestions or Improvements)?
•
•
•
•
•
•

More and affordable accommodation options
Extended Store Hours (Seasonal and Evenings)
Lack of Night Life/Evening Entertainment
More/Better Marketing of Activities and Packages
Public Art or outdoor exhibits
Pet centric stores, services and events

Additional Insights: The numbers in brackets above outline comments related to the specific heading. Totals will not
add up to 100% as respondents may have selected multiple areas of improvement and my not have provided
additional insights or suggestions for each. Many of the wants and needs cited by visitors in 2018 also carried over
into 2019 such as music and more food and shopping variety. This year we saw an uptake the desire for events and
entertainment for children, family and youth, for open air markets and shopping experiences, both indoor and
outdoor as well as a want for more variety in affordable visitor accommodations.
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Visitor Groups - Overview and Insights
Day Trippers
This group of visitors is the largest survey demographic (50%) visiting Gravenhurst in
2019. This is a 12% increase over last year.
Most Day Trippers are couples or groups of two (48%). Those with children or youth
make up 24% of the total number of Day Tripper visits. Those under 18 years of age make
up 16% of the all Day Trippers and 47% of total child or youth visitors, with the majority
being 10 years and under. While the largest age demographics of Day Trippers are those 46-65
Years of age (33%).
On average, Day Trippers are spending approximately $195/per group/per trip, with the largest group spending
between $0-$100 (40%) and $100-$250 (39%). In total, Day Trippers surveyed spent approximately $147,275 (18%).
41% of Day Trippers only visited Gravenhurst and made no other regional stops, which is up slightly from last year.
Since only 5% of total Day Trippers came to visit friends and/or family, the majority are here to enjoy what
Gravenhurst has to offer. 49% were identified as visiting two or more times in 2019 or have visited before.
Most Day Trippers are coming on Saturday or Sunday and missing opportunities (i.e. Farmers’ Market, Music on the
Barge, Movies in the Park) which were specifically noted by multiple respondents. Many comments also included
music, whether in the form of a dedicated music event or concerts, specialty/ethnic foods and family attractions like
movie theatre/go charts, etc. High percentages (41%) of Day Trippers were coming to visit Gravenhurst as their
main and only regional destination.
As many Day Trippers are regional or within a two hour radius, opportunities for increasing these visitors lay in
creating additional dining options, recreation as well as interesting and unique events and attractions, especially
those of families since one quarter of Day Trippers have children or youth.

Travel Times
77% Travel 0 min - 2 hrs
17% Travel 2-3 hrs
6% Travel 3+ hrs
Ages (adult groups only)
51% 46-65+ yrs
27% 30-45 yrs
22% 19-29 yrs
Top Activities While Visiting
63% Dining
62% Shopping
30% Parks & Beaches

Regional Stops
35% Bracebridge
27% Huntsville
15% Muskoka Lakes
Groups Make up
48% Couples/Group of 2
36% Groups with Kids/Youth
16% Adult Groups of 3+
Top Wants/Improvements
65% Restaurants/Dining
54% Events/Festivals
46% Attractions

Main Reasons for Visiting
11% Shopping
6% On Route
5% Visiting/Rec./Dinning
Spending Habits
40% $0-$100
56% $100-$500
3% $500-$1,500
1% 1,500+
Overall Experience
100% Enjoyed There Visit
99% Plan to Return
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Weekenders
This group combines 1-night (11%) and 2-night stays (20%), for a total of 31% of total
visitor respondents. In 2019, the percentage of Weekender respondents has decreased as
we saw a raise in Day Trippers.
This year slightly more Weekenders are staying in traditional accommodations (39%) over
friends and family (32%) and visiting local friends and/or family is no longer the main for visiting.
The majority of Weekenders (79%) are also visiting other regional locations. Interestingly, 9% of these Weekenders
are regional visitors, which is an increase of 6% over 2018. This indicates more “local” visitors are staying overnight
to take advantage of experiences and tourism accommodations in their neighbouring communities.
Most Weekenders were couples or adult groups of two (48%). There was an increase in the number of adult groups
(3+), and Weekenders aged 19-29 was triple the number of Day Trippers of the same age. Weekenders also make up
the largest (32%) total of respondent visitors less than 18 years of age.
On average, Weekenders surveyed are spending $530 per group/per trip, with the largest segment spending within
the $250-$500 range (35%). In total, Weekenders spent approximately $248,400 in 2019 which was less than 2018
but is the highest percentage (32%) of total visitor spending of survey respondent groups.
Although not the main reason for visiting, Dining and Shopping continue to be the top activities for this group. The
“Other” main reasons for visiting by this group included purchasing real estate or “looking for places to live”, which is
an opportunity for visitor conversion programs and/or marketing.
A number of Weekenders are return visitors (36%) or are getting information from family and friends (36%) they are
seeking new experiences such as; events, food and retail options, year-round family friendly activities as well as more
and more affordable accommodations.

Travel Times
54% Travel 30 min - 2 hrs
32% Travel 2-3 hrs
14% Travel 3+ hrs
Ages (adult groups only)
50% 46-65+ yrs
27% 30-45 yrs
23% 19-29 yrs
Top Activities While Visiting
71% Dining
62% Shopping
44% Parks & Beaches

Regional Stops
48% Bracebridge
24% Muskoka Lakes
21% Huntsville
Groups Make up
48% Couples/Group of 2
31% Groups with Kids/Youth
18% Adult Groups of 3+
Top Wants/Improvements
68% Dining
57% Events/Festivals
54% Attractions

Main Reasons for Visiting
33% Getaway/Rest & Relaxation
26% Visiting Family/Friends
9% Camping
Spending Habits
8% $0-$100
57% $100-$500
31% $500-$1,500
4% 1,500+
Where They Are Staying
39% Hotel/Motel
32% Friends/Family
9% Short Term Rental
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Mid-Weekers
Mid-Weekers make up 17% of total visitor respondents and are a combination of those
staying between 3-5 days (13%) and 1 full week (4%).
The majority of Mid-Weekers (78%) are staying between 3-5 days. Only a small
percentage (9%) of these visitors are from within our trade region however this is an
increase over last year and indicates a potential trend, as with Weekenders, more regional
visitors are staying overnight in neighbouring communities.
Although being the same percentage of overall respondents, Mid-Weekers adult mix in 2019 is more balanced over
2018 but still leans towards the younger demographics being 19-45 (53%). This year there was also an increase in
the percentage of groups with kids/youth (27%) who they make up 18% of total number of visitors fewer than 18
years of age.
On average, Mid-Weekers surveyed are spending $923 per group/per trip, mostly within the $250-$500 (23%) and
$500-$1,000 ranges (24%). In total, Mid-Weekers spent approximately $239,025 and although they spend more per
group/visit than Weekenders, they contributed slightly less new money to the local economy over all (31%).
Mid-Weekers main reason for visiting is to get away and enjoy the company of friends and family in the great
outdoors. While here, they are taking part in a number of activities such as local recreation and events. 38% say
they have Been Here Before and are gathering information from Friends and Family or through web and social
media sites.
This year we saw a decrease (16%) in Mid-Weekers staying with Friends and Family, with the addition of the
Vacation/Cottage Rental/Air B & B (House) category to better determine accommodation usage and preferences of
visitors. This includes visits during the off seasons (22%) between Nov. 1 – Apr. 30.
Wants or Improvements requested by Mid-Weekers this year has shifted slightly with more emphasis on Dining and
Restaurants rather than Shopping, however non-recreational activities and experiences were still high on the list.

Travel Times
50% Travel 30 min - 2 hrs
27% Travel 2-3 hrs
23% Travel 3+ hrs
Ages (adult groups only)
47% 46-65+ yrs
29% 19-29 yrs
24% 30-45 yrs
Top Actives While Visiting
72% Dining
68% Shopping
52% Parks & Beaches

Regional Stops

Main Reasons for Visiting

60% Bracebridge
31% Muskoka Lakes
26% Huntsville
Groups Make up
44% Couples/Group of 2
27% Groups with Kids/Youth
18% Adult Groups of 3+
Top Wants/Improvements
68% Dining
54% Events/Festivals
54% Attractions

43% Getaway/Rest & Relaxation
24% Visiting Family/Friends
13% Outdoor Recreation
Spending Habits
3% $0-$100
38% $100-$500
41% $500-$1,500
17% 1,500+
Where They Are Staying
33% Friends/Family
29% Short Term Rental
22% Hotel/Motel
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Extended Holidayers
Extended Holidayers are still the smallest group of respondents, staying the longest, but
making up only 2% of total visitors.
97% of these visitors are from Ontario, mostly GTA and South Western regions and are
staying with Friends and Family (38%), while the others are staying in Vacation Rentals
(35%).
Just as the other visitor groups, most Extended Holidayers are visiting mainly for a Getaway (35%) or to see Friends
& Family (26%). They are also visiting other regional locations (85%) and in most cases multiple regional destinations.
Extended Holidayers in terms of age are fairly evenly split between 19-45 (52%) and 46-65 (48%) and still brings the
lowest percentage of kids and youth (3%). This conclusion is not surprising as both age groups are typically without
dependent children and have more disposable incomes for travel and leisure activities.
Extended Holidayers suveyed are spending the most per group/per trip being an average of $1,077. The largest
spending bracket was the $1000-$1500 range (24%). In total, Extended Holidayers who took the survey spent
approximately $36,600, which is slightly above last year’s total.
Wants or Improvements for this group has shifted from last year with more interest in experiences and less about
variety in retail. Many of the comments mentioned more things to do for kids and youth, more music entertainment
and specific food vendors.

Travel Times
44% Travel 30 min - 2 hrs
32% Travel 3+ hrs
24% Travel 2-3 hrs
Ages (adults only)
48% 46-65+ yrs
40% 30-45 yrs
12% 19-29 yrs
Top Actives While Visiting
89% Shopping
74% Farmers’ Market
68% Dining

Regional Stops

Main Reasons for Visiting

68% Bracebridge
47% Muskoka Lakes
44% Huntsville
Groups Make up
32% Couples/Group of 2
29% Groups with Kids/Youth
24% Adult Groups of 3+
Top Wants/Improvements
71% Attractions
56% Events/Festivals
53% Dining

35% Getaway/Rest & Relaxation
26% Visiting Family/Friends
24% Recreation
Spending Habits
0% $0-$100
30% $100-$500
42% $500-$1,500
27% 1,500+
Where They Are Staying
38% Friends/Family
31% Short Term Rental
18% Camping
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Conclusion
Survey Results Show
 This year 33% respondents are traveling to Gravenhurst more for General Vacations/Leisure than to Visit
Family/Friends and more are staying in traditional visitor accommodations as we saw a slight increase in
Hotel/Motel and Short Term Rental stays with those stay making up 48% of stays.
 25% of visits occurred in the “Off-Season” between Nov 1 – Apr 30.
 Day-Trippers and Weekenders continue to have the highest ratios of children and youth making up 79% of
the total respondent mix; Groups with Kids/Youth also increased over last year.
 Many of the wants and needs of visitors who took the survey in 2019 were similar to those who took the
survey last year and echoed feedback obtained for the Wharf Revitalization and Tourism Destination Plan.

Where We Excel
Gravenhurst’s small town charm and natural features continues to draw visitors back annually with
41% noting they have been before and 100% saying they would return in the future.
Our location and proximity to Toronto and the GTA has been an asset in building a strong
seasonal resident population who draw their friends and family to the region with the
promise of rest and relaxation and the nostalgic nature of reconnecting with your
childhood.
As our population and investments into the community continues to grow, we are

seeing the ability to extend our seasons and offer year round tourism opportunities which supports a fourseason destination on its own in addition to being part of a larger well identified Muskoka brand.

Room For Improvement
Many of our visitors are staying in traditional accommodations and/or coming for vacation over
a number of days and are looking to go out after a day of rest and relaxation or recreational
activities and enjoy local fare and culture. Not having options for entertainment and
experiences in the evening continues to be the top complaint of survey respondents of all
ages. Businesses who invest in extended hours and evening experiences could benefit not
only from visitors but also from residents all year long.
This year a number of visitors (31%) made comments regarding accommodation variety, price
and availability, specifically with traditional roofed accommodations such as Hotels and Motels.
Many cited a want for more affordable options which caters and has amenities for families as
well as better quality (mid-ranged) options often citing the current stock is either too expensive
or was outdated and did not meet expectations. Targeting investment in additional types of
accommodations will support increased numbers and types of visitors to our region.
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Opportunities

Similar to last year, much of the feedback received by survey respondents was related to wants and needs focused
on new and/or unique food, recreation and cultural experiences.
We saw an increased desire for outdoor adventures and activities both in the summer and winter, with many citing
winter attractions and events. 10% of comments were related to Outdoor Attractions, Guided Tours or nonmotorized rentals. Adventure packages continue to be a growing trend in the tourism industry as visitors look to
have the best local experiences without having to pull all the pieces together on their own. Many packages are
starting to include unique accommodations and food experiences as part such as overnight stops on island yurts and
gourmet fireside dining.
Visitors are looking for more variety in available food options, weather that is in the form of a bricks and mortar
restaurant or as a food festival. There are a number of successful food festivals and/or indoor and outdoor food
market examples which Gravenhurst could investigate. The Cranberry Festival is a perfect regional example of a
successful long term draw that pulls thousands of visitor to the region every year.
Pet Approved and Family Friendly was a growing trend with respondents this year. 7% of comments were related to
family friendly opportunities both indoor and outdoor. Parents are looking to make memories and/or find “things to
do” when the weather isn’t cooperating. Nostalgia continues to pull residents and visitors alike back to the region.
Capitalizing on building a connection is an opportunity not only for return visits but also future conversion of visitors
to residents. We heard from a number of visitors who are interested in pet focused events and/or services to support
those who bring pets on vacation, such as pet friendly hotels and doggie daycares.
Most visitors are using the internet and social media to plan their vacations so getting the word out is an important
step in building Gravenhurst as a destination. A number of respondents specifically noted the want and need for
more information about what’s happening as well as packages being offered. As 71% of respondents are getting
information from Friends and Family or have been here before, local businesses can leverage the seasonal resident
population and local resources to promote their offerings.
Part of being unique is recognizing and celebrating your local heritage and cultural assets. This year there was an
increased number of survey responses related being able to take part in more Gravenhurst arts and cultural
experiences including; such as more public and “street” art, theatre, live music and art exhibitions. Suggestions
ranged from specific events and festivals to outdoor art installations to museums as well as more heritage literature
easily available.
Gravenhurst has many opportunities to build and grow as a tourism destination by investing in our assets and
infrastructure to create new experiences and reasons to visit.
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